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Objectives for this Presentation:
By the end of this presentation, 
you will be able to:
• Conceptualize content-area 
literacy 
• Apply research to create a 
checklist for content-area literacy
• Use checklist to evaluate edtech
• Applying content-area literacy 
strategies to edtech
• Resource for finding edtech and 
literacy-based ideas for using it
A Resource for Finding and Using EdTech
www.appedreview.com/app
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“The ability to use reading and 
writing to acquire new knowledge
in a specific subject area”
Disciplinary Literacy
“Learning not just content 
knowledge but also the ways
of ‘knowing, doing, believing and 
communicating’ in this subject”
Warren, J. E. (2013). Rhetorical reading as a gateway to disciplinary 
literacy. Journal of Adolescent & Adult Literacy, 56(5), 391-399.
Nichols, K., Hanan, J., & Ranasinghe, M. (2013). Transforming the social practices 
of learning with representations: A study of disciplinary discourse. Research 
in Science Education, 43(1), 179-208.
Common Strategies for Content-Area Literacy
http://www.readingrockets.org/strategies












Incomplete Picture for Using EdTech
From PCK to TPACK
Pedagogical Content Knowledge
Technological Pedagogical Content 
Knowledge
Koehler, M. J., & Mishra, P. (2009). What is technological pedagogical 
content knowledge. Contemporary issues in technology and teacher 
education, 9(1), 60-70.
Shulman, L. S. (1986). Those who understand: Knowledge growth in 
teaching. Educational researcher, 15(2), 4-14.
Three Classifications for EdTech
Cherner, T., Dix, J., Lee, C. (2014).  Cleaning up that mess: A framework for classifying educational apps.  Contemporary Issues in Technology and Teacher Education, 14(2). 
Retrieved from http://www.citejournal.org/vol14/iss2/general/article1.cfm












































Activity: Mix & Match I
Mix Directions
MIX: Choose four pieces of edtech      
Two that you know - Two of interest
Match Directions
MATCH: Review the CAL strategies 
Connect two strategies to each edtech
http://appedreview.com/app/ www.commonsensemedia.org/re
views
1. Identifying Similarities and Differences
2. Summarizing and Note-taking
3. Reinforcing Effort and Providing Recognition
4. Homework and Practice
5. Nonlinguistic Representations
6. Cooperative Learning
7. Setting Objectives and Providing Feedback: 
8. Generating and Testing Hypotheses
9. Cues, Questions, and Advanced Organizers
http://www.readingrockets.org/strategies
Remember to choose content & creation-based Marzano, R. J. (2009). Setting the record straight on “high-yield” strategies. Phi Delta Kappan, 91(1), 30-37.
Adding Digital Literacy into the Mix
Cherner, T., & Fegely, A. (in press). Educational app in the blended learning classroom: Bringing inquiry-based 
learning into the mix. Current Issues in Emerging eLearning, X(X), p xx-xx.
App Lesson : STEM– Periodic Element
Problem Statement: How are periodic elements used? 
Hypothesis: The teacher will guide students through a K-W-L chart activity (Ogle, 1986) related to the 
periodic elements 
Instructional Objective: Students will choose a periodic element and study it by constructing it at the 
atomic level, researching uses for the element and listing three facts about it, and then creating a detailed 








Create a detailed model of the 
element and explain its uses 
NOVA Elements All Search Engines in One HD Brushes Redux
App Lesson: Humanities – Short Stories
Problem Statement: What elements of a short story do you prefer? 
Hypothesis: Students will compose a list of 3-5 elements they prefer stories to include (e.g., different 
types of conflict, the use of suspense, or a gripping opening scene). As part of their hypothesis, students 
must include a 1-2 sentence rationale that explains why they selected each element. 
Instructional Objective: Students will select and analyze a short story by completing a storyboard 







Why they did or did 
not like the story
301+ Short Stories PureFlow Hanx Writer 
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